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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
December 5, 1967
To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held on Tuesday,
December 12, in Mitchell Hall 101, at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will

include the following items:

1.

Nominations by the Policy Committee to fill vacancies on
standing committees -- Professor Alexander.

2.

Annual report of the Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans Committee,
as required by Faculty by-laws -- Professor Tobias.

3.

The University Community and Overseas Research; Guidelines
for the Future" -- Professor Alexander for the Policy
Committee.
(Statement attached.)

4.

Proposed change in designation of the bachelor's degree
in architecture
Dean Adams.
(Statement attached.) ·

5.

Proposal for a doctoral program in the history of art -Dean Springer for the Graduate Committee. (Statement attached.)

6.

Proposal for a master's progr~ in architecture -- Dean
Springer.
(Statement attached.)

7.

Policy statement regarding Commencement and discontinuance
of early grades for candidates for degrees -- Professor
Alexander.
{Statement attached.)
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Additional Enclosure:

Summarized Minutes, October 17, 1967.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
December 12, 1967
(Summarized Minutes)
The December 12, 1967, meeting of the University Faculty was called
to order by President Popejoy at 4:05 p.m.
Professor Alexander, for the Policy Committee, made the following
nominations for replacements on standing committees: Professor
Scaletti for Professor McLaren on the Graduate Committee and Professor Beer for Professor Sonnino on the Library Committee. These
nominations were approved. The recommendation that Mr. Woodliff be
made an ex-officio member of the Registration Committee was also
approved.
A report of the Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans Committee for 1966-67
was presented by the chairman, Professor Tobias, as required by
Faculty by-laws.
Professor Alexander, on behalf of the Policy Committee, recommended
the approval for the University of New Mexico of a policy statement
from the board of trustees of Education and World Affairs ("a
private, nonprofit educational organization created in 1962 to study,
analyze, and assist in strengthening the international teaching,
research, and service dimensions of u.s. colleges and universities").
This statement, included in the agenda, is entitled "The University
Community and Overseas Research: Guidelines for the Future." The
statement was approved by the Faculty. Professor Alexander noted
that the Policy Committee would soon address itself to the matter of
setting up a mode of control for the policy within the University.
Dean Adams,
designation
end of four
Bachelor of

for the College of Fine Arts, recommended that the
of the degree presently offered in architecture at the
years be changed from Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts to
Fine Arts in Architecture. Approved.

As recommended by Dean Springer, for the Graduate Committee, the
Faculty approved a Ph.D. program in Art History after certain modifications had been made in the statement regarding supporting fields.
Dean Springer, for the Graduate Committee, also recommended that the
designation of the degree presently offered in architecture at the
end of the six-year program be changed from Bachelor of Architecture
to Master of Architecture. Approved.
Professor Alexander, for the Policy Committee, recommended the
following policy statement relative to Commencement and the discontinuance of early grades for seniors:
1.

Effective with the 1967-68 academic year, the requirement of
early grades for candidates for degrees be discontinued.
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2.

The format and basic philosophy of commencement be changed
effective 1968. The commencement ceremony will be symbolic
except for the doctoral degrees.

3.

The faculties of the various colleges and the University
faculty may approve the roster of the candidates for the
various degrees contingent upon successful completion of
the requirements.

4.

The Entrance and Credits Committee be designated by the
University Faculty to act upon the exceptional cases and
appeals where a candidate previously approved by the
Faculty failed to meet the remaining requirements. This
makes it unnecessary to assemble the faculties after the
final processing has been done.

....1 ·.
;
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After discussion, item 4 was amended by requiring the Entrance and
Credits Committee to report to the Faculty at its first fall meeting
concerning the disposition of any exceptional cases it has had to
deal with after the candidates for graduation have been approved by
the Faculty, and that this be done for a three-year period. i.e.,
the first three years during which the policy is in force •
.'. .:

With the above amendment, items 1-4, as proposed by the Policy
Committee, were approved.
I•

Professor Frank, president of the Faculty Club, announced progress
concerning the Club's articles of incorporation.
President Popejoy announced the Regents' appointment of Academic
Vice President Ferrel Heady as President of the University,
effective July 1.
On behalf of the Retirement and Insurance Committee, Professor Duncan
said that the proposed disability insurance program was being held
up pending the return of enrollment cards by a sufficient number
of faculty members. He urged the return of these cards as soon as
possible.
The meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m.
John N. Durrie , Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
December 12, 1967

The December 12, 1967 meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by President Popejoy at 4:05
p.m., with a quorum present.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY The first item on the agenda
today is the nominations by the Policy Committee to fill
vacancies on standing committees. Professor Alexander.
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER The Polic, Committee would
like to recommend the following replacements for standing
committees: Professor Joseph Scaletti for Leroy McLaren
on the Graduate Committee as the Medical School representative. Barrett Beer for Sonnino, who is no longer
with us, on the Library Committee. And it has been
recommended by the Registration Committee that k ance
Woodliff be made a member, ex-officio, of that committee.
I would like to recommend all of these proposals.
POPEJOY

Is that a motion?

ALEXANDER

I will make it as a motion.

PROFESSOR MacCURDY
POPEJOY
of the motion?
FACULTY

Replacements
and
Additions
on Standing
Committees

Second.

Is there any discussion? ••

All in favor

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• Carried. The second item is
the annual report of the Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans
Committee, as required by the Faculty by-laws. Professor
Tobias.
PROFESSOR TOBIAS I shall be very brief. I would
like to remind the faculty that the function of the
Scholarships, Loans, and Prizes Committee, since 1966,
has been to serve as adviser to the Director of Student
Aids on policies governing the granting of aid whenever
policy is not stipulated by the granting agency or governed

Annual
Report of
Scholarships,
Prizes, and
Loans
Committee

.
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by precedent and custom, and in cases in which the
Director of Student Aids thinks policies need interpretation. The committee acts as liaison between the
Office of Student Aids and the Faculty and it is in
this capacity as liaison agency that I am submitting
the following report which is derived from the Director
of Student Aid"s Annual Report for the fiscal year
1966-1967. Briefly, the sununary of that report reads
like this:
University and Sponsored Scholarship Program,
1085 students received $353,050.28; Educational Opportunity Grants, 193 students received $83,250.00;
National Defense Student Loan Program, 983 students
received $555,860.00; Nursing Student Loan Program, 12
students received $9,225.00; CUban Loan Program, 25
students received $24,350.00; State Guaranteed Loan
Program, 1096 students received $467,252.77; College
Work-Study Program, 832 students received $389.418.00;
Short Term Loan Program, 522 students received $33,957.00.
A total of 4748 students received $1,916,363.05.
This, I think, summarizes the entire disbursement
of funds in the form of financial aid to stud nts outside
of the athleti~ program, at least as far as I know, and
the Director of Student Aid has communicated to me that
the outlook for such funds for next year is very favorable; that there is an expected continued growth since
federal monies have not been cut in any way if they
pertain to work-study and student loans.
.[

..

Thank you. If there are any questions, I believe
Mr. Sheehan is present -- he said he would be -- and he
can handle anything from the technical viewpoint. I
don't see him, but I hope he is her • • • • If not, I
ask that the report be accepted. I move its acceptance.
SEVERAL FACULTY

Second.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY Oppos d? •• carried. The third item will
be presented by Professor Alexander.

-

~
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ALEXANDER The material for this policy statement
appears in the agenda for today's meeting. The Policy
Committee wishes to move the approval of this policy
statement which, as you will see, is a national one, by
this Faculty with one further word, namely, that we have
not yet given our attention to the mode of control that
would be exercised for the policy within the tlniversity
and that we intend to do this in the near future. But
for now, we simply wish to move approval of this policy
statement for this ~niversity.
PROFESSOR COTTRELL

••

"The University
Community
and Overseas
Research:
Guidelines
for the
Future"

Second.

POPEJOY Is there any discussion, or questions?
All in favor indicate by saying "aye."
FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• Carried. The fourth item on
the agenda is a proposed change in designation of the
bachelor's degree in architecture. Dean Adams.
DEAN ADAMS This item is related to an item that
will be presented in a few minutes by Dean Springer with
reference to the master's program in architecture. The
faculty may recall that a couple of years ago we switched
from a five-year program in architecture to a six-year
program, and at that time we recommended continuation of
the bachelor of arts, which had previously been granted to
students completing four years in that program, and the
use of the bachelor of architecture at the end of the
sixth year, as had previously been the case at the end of
the fifth. We believe we made a mistake in so doing.
The accrediting committee which visited the campus last
year, and which did in fact accredit the nepartment of
Architecture, recommended that we consider the possibility
of a master's degree -- granting a master's degree at the
end of the six years, and this is the item that Dean
Springer will present to you in a few moments.

.i:

J,

:t

We further felt that we should, therefore, clarify
the bach~lor's degree to make it distinct from the one
previously granted in an old and quite different program •
In both cases here we are dealing with changes in nomenclature, not changes in content. The curricula which you

Change in
Designation
of Bachelors
Degree in
Architecture

.

'
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approved as part of the six-year program will remain unchanged. What we are doing here, th refore, is san what
comparable to the change made last year in law. The
change proposed is to call the d gree in the new program
bachelor of fine arts in architecture, to distinguish it
from the old bachelor in fine arts.
Mr. President, I move the adoption of this recom-

mendation.
PROFESSOR NASON

..

Second.

POPEJOY Any questions? ••
cate by saying "aye."
FACULTY

All in favor, indi-

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• Carried. Dean springer will
present a proposal for a doctoral program in th history
of art.

Doctoral
Program
in Art
History

DEAN SPRINGER Mr. Chairman, the Secretary of the
University has included the proposal as part of the agenda
and I don't propose to review it, but there i one small
amendment which I would like to make before I move to
adopt this program, and this is on the page aft r the
page that has the map on it. They are not otherwise
numbered. In the last paragraph on that page there is a
sentence under the heading of "Supporting Fi lds for a
Ph.D. in Art History at the University of New Mexico,"
which reads as follows: "These departments offer many
courses that would be relevant to the study of Art History."
and it is after this sentence that I wish to make an amendment before we vote on it, and the amendment is five words:
"A sound historical background and" should be added there a:>
that the next sentence would tm n read as follows: "A
sound historical background and a minor in one of these
areas of study would be required of all doctoral candidates."
With this amendment made, I move the adoption of the
doctoral program in the History of Art on behalf of the
Graduate Committee.
ADAMS

Second.

POPEJOY Are you ready to vote on the Ph.D. program
in art history for the University?

53
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PROFESSOR NASON Mr. Chairman, I raise only a
technical point. I think it is a very worthwhile program and certainly has been well presented. The point
involved is close to the sentence Dean Springer just
read. It suggests the possibility of there being a
minor in certain fields as well as a sound historical
background. As of now I don't think it is technically
possible to do a minor in a field such as Ibero-American.
I think this is a point that might well be taken under
consideration. Such a minor may be desirable but, at
present, I don't think it is feasible.
SPRINGER

r

Would you like to comment on this?

ADAMS We could strike it for the time being
and, when it is feasible, discuss it as an appropriate
minor. In view of our emphasis on Spanish culture, it
would be, at a future date, an appropriate matter.
NASON Fine.
not philosophical.

My objection is purely technical,

SPRINGER Mr. Chairman, in that case we should
strike these two -- the words'Ibero-American Studies,'
and put a period after 'American Studies' so that the
sentence would read -- the first sentence in that same
paragraph, "The University has strong Doctoral programs
in Anthropology as well as in History, English Literature, and American Studies."
PROFESSOR WEIHOFEN I am not sure I understand
the situation. Is the first sentence incorrect? We
don't have a strong Doctoral program in Ibero-American
Studies?
NASON

That is still correct.

WEIHOFEN Then I should think we ought to be
able to get a minor in it if we have a Doctoral program
in it. I don't understand the apparent inconsistency.
NASON Well, it's inter-departmental. No minor
has ever been structured. It is the first time we were
ever confronted with this type of need. It might be
Latin-American rather than Ibero-American which I
think really is the intention of the people who framed
the statement, since Latin-American is a much wider
disciplinary scope . our Ibero is a combination of
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language, a littl history of, loosely, Brazil, Spanish
America, Portuguese. Again, it doesn't provide for
plan of study in any social science field outside
history.
SPRINGER Marsh 11, could I ask if w
substitute Latin-American Studies?
NASON

I wouldn't be authorized to grant that.

PROFESSOR WOLF
NASON

could

We don't have a doctoral program?

No.

WOLF Th re being graduate suudies in LatinAmerican, at least an M.A., we will have suffici nt
there could be sufficient offerings to support thi kind
of objective.
ALEXANDER Well, then, if you said' trong graduate
program' instead of 'strong Doctoral program,• it might
get around this difficulty.
NASON

That might be a solution.

SPRINGER I don't know if it would be
to the D p rtm nt of Art.

ccept ble

PROFESSOR COKE Well, the intention w s to link
History of Art, as a proper doctrine, to these existing
programs and if, in fact, it would be impossible to do
so with Ibero-American Studies, maybe Dr. Alexander's
proposal of striking the words in the fir t s ntence of
'Doctor 1 program,• nd substituting 'graduate program,'
and then putting the words 'Latin-American Studie .' It
would certainly serve the use of a minor. The intention
is, of course, as was pointed out, to link the SpanishAmerican int rests of the D partment of Art with the
existing graduate program in this field in ares other
than art.
POPEJOY

How would you have it red?

COKE Well, then it would read, "The Univ rsity
has strong graduate programs in Anthropology a well as
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in History, English Literature, American Studies and
Latin-American Studies, " and that might get around
the technical point you bring up.
NASON It serves the interest better, too. It
includes architecture and anthropology in a way that
Ibero-American does not.

. :t

COKE That would be absolutely suitable and
appropriate.

j

SPRINGER Then we will amend the s ntence in
accordance with this, and it will now read as Professor
Coke has stated it. Now, Mr. Chairm n, I move, with
this amendment, we adopt the proposal.
NASON

Second.

POPEJOY

Any additional questions?

PROFESSOR HENDRICKSON This 'sound historical
background,' you mean as a minor in the field, in
general, or what?

:t

• fl

.i:
j C

SPRINGER I interpret this to mean a sound
historical background in general, and a minor in one
of these areas of study would be required also of
doctoral candidates.
DEAN SMITH Don't you mean a strong background
in history rather than a strong historical background?
SPRINGER I would prefer that phrase, Mr. Vice
President, myself but ••• Would it be acceptable to
our historians and to Art History to rephrase it that
way?
COKE

r

Perfectly all right with me.

SPRINGER A sound background in history then.
So now the sentence will read, "A sound background in
history and a minor in one of these areas of study would
be required of all doctoral candidates."
POPEJOY
MEMBER

Are you ready to vote?
Question.

5
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PROFESSOR LADMAN

;

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Did you have a question?

LADMAN

Yes, I did.

POPEJOY
"10

Mr. President •••

I am sorry.

Do you want to ask it?

LADMAN I would just like to ask whether an
estimate was made as to how much this program might
cost?
ALEXANDER In our presentation to the Graduate
Committee was an analysis of costs, which have been
discussed with Mr. Heady. We feel we will need to have
one additional faculty member at the senior rank. We
believe the addition is necessary in any event to assist
the Master of Fine Arts program, and it will require
considerable expansion of library resources.
LADMAN

Is there a dollar sign to that figure?

ALEXANDER

We could spend as much as we could get.

POPEJOY For a number of years we have had statements from the faculty that they don't expect a degree
to cost a great deal of extra money, but the record
shows that they usually do cost a little more money -sometimes a great deal more money -- but, even so, we
have seen fit to pass these motions on graduate studies
and Ph.D's. Since we have already voted on it, I don't
think I can sway the audience any -- in fact, I don't
want to. I think that a Ph.D. program should be brought
up in the department when it is thought it will be
supported by students and by adequate faculty personnel,
and you may remember that in this year we had a little
contest going with the Board of Educational Finance
about another Ph.D. degree and I believe, at that session,
they gave us an opportunity to explain our graduate work
at this institution in great detail and, after the
second hearing, there wasn't any doubt, I think, in the
minds of the Board of Educational Finance as to the

l:." ,•
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advisability of our graduate program here and the
degrees we were presenting.
Are we satisfied with the motion, in the
sense of more questions? Are you ready to vote?
oh, we voted. Excuse me. Do you want to change your
vote? •• It is carried. The next item is from Dean
Springer, a proposal for a master's program in architecture •
•

Master of
Architecture

SPRINGER Mr. Chairman, this proposal is to be
linked with Agenda Point 4 that has been explained by
Dean Adams. On behalf of the Graduate Committee I
would, therefore, move the adoption of the proposal
which has been distributed for a master's program in
architecture, without any language amendments.
ADAMS

Second.

POPEJOY Any questions? ••
cate by saying "aye."
FACULTY

All in favor, indi-

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• Carried. Item 7 is the
policy statement regarding Commencement and discontinuance of early grades for candidates for degrees.
Professor Alexander.
ALEXANDER I am going to ask Professor Cottrell
to make the maj,or preliminary statement. He has had
so much to do with this problem. But let me first say,
on rereading this statement just now it occurred to
me that the last item on this page, number 5, should
not be part of the policy. The policy, as stated,
would be items one through four.
PROFESSOR COTTRELL I would like to cover a
little of the history of this question with you for a
moment. Many of you remember, at the June 1966 faculty
meeting this came to the fore, that the process of the
policy of early grades required for graduating seniors
be discontinued. After a heated discussion here that
afternoon, it was referred to the Policy Committee
with explicit instructions to arrive at a solution.
We studied this throughout most of last year and thought

Policy
Statement
Re g arding
Commencement and
Early Grades
for Seniors

5
'

perhaps we had arrived at a solution and it was last
May, I believe, that we came back with a reconunendation that through this academic year there would be
a trial run with the computer on trying to process
all of the grades with the date of processing such
that we could reduce the amount of time between the
submission of final grades and grades, and it would
be the policy effective the next academic year that
no longer would early examination and early grades
be required.

(I

V
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This policy was approved and the Registrar's
and Secretary's offices began working on this, meeting with a number of the deans of the major colleges
and studying the time of processing, and came to the
conclusion, I believe, we could save about three hours
in the week that is normally employed. It was necessary then to reconsider the earlier policy tatement. Whereas we had left the idea and philosophy
back of Conunencement untouched in our earlier statement, it became necessary now to look at the broader
scope: there would have to be other changes made.
Professor Alexander and I met with the Registrar and Vice President Heady and discussed some
alternatives. We later approached the Administrative
Committee and suggested that the only possibility, so
far as we could see, would involve considerable change
in what we had been doing at Conunencement. The
Administrative Committee endorsed this approach, contingent upon the faculty's approval. This material
has been in your hands about a week now, and I think
it sununarizes in general what we would like to ask you
to accept.
One thing, the policy change will now shift
from next year to the present year, effective immediately. For this year there would be no early grades
required and Commencement would be held as scheduled,
a few days after the end of the semester. Obviously
you realize that the processing of grades and certification of graduates in the manner in which it was
traditionally done could not be done in that period
of time, so we would now have candidates for the

5
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degree being presented at Conunencement instead of
those people who had been certified as having earned
the degree. The approval of the variQ.ls colleges
of their degree candidates, as it has been done in
the past, could still be held contingent upon each
student, if a candidate, completing the required work
and the Dean of the Faculty could go through the
approval with the same contingencies.
This means, what happens if a boy or girl
student fails to complete all of these requirements,
and it does not come to light at that time, there must
be some sort of conunittee available, some machinery
to consider these cases, and it is the Policy Conunitee's
recommendation that the Entrance and Credits Conunittee,
which is made up of the deans of degree-granting colleges, plus some faculty representative and a representative of the Registrar's office -- this would be
the conunittee needed to study this and, if there were
an exceptional case, it would be handled upon recommendation of the individual college. This could be
taken care of by the Entrance and Credi ts Conuni ttee_.
That is the essence of State 4 there.
Statement 5 was included in the policy statement and, as Professor Alexander indicated, it does
indicate we have further work to do jointly between
Mr. Durrie's office, the Registrar's office, the
faculty, Policy conunittee -- perhaps the ·students, but
the policy statement would be the first four items
and I would move their adoption on behalf of the
Policy Conunittee.
WOLF
•

Second •

POPEJOY

Any opposition?

PROFESSOR WOODHOUSE Could I raise a question
about how far we are to let the Entrance and Credits
Conunittee be left out on a limb in decisions of this
kind, if there are decisions. What I am wondering, if
there would be some possibility for a report back to
the faculty from the Entrance and Credits Conunittee
at the first meeting of the faculty subsequent to the

. -.. -- so
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Conunencement of the spring, even if this were not until
fall, so that there is a presentation of any cases on
which the Entrance and Credits Committee found it
difficult to make a decision and had to make a decision
anyway -- but nonetheless go through the motions of
acquainting the faculty with the nature of these
decisions so that at that time, if the faculty has
different ideas about how such cases can be handled,
it can form sort of an advisement function for subsequent handling of cases. In other words, I am trying
to leave some recourse for the Entrance and Credits
Conunittee so they can gain advice on matters of this
kind, even though it seems curious to be gaining advice
about cases on which decisions have been made. But I
am thinking about the nature of the precedent set by
the decisions made and I rather feel a little bit uneasy about having decisions of this . kind made without
faculty having any access to the judgment of the
1the
criteria employed -- or maybe there are difficult
problems or there are problems which the Entrance and
Credits Corrunittee feels the faculty should be apprised
of what they have run into, so if they were to make a
periodic report once a year on· this problem, say at
the beginning of the year, there could be a little
communication.
COTTJU:LL Mr. MacGregor is not here. We didn't
discuss it with him but there was some discussion of
related questions in the Policy Committee. We did
have the feeling that in general the Entrance and
Credits Corrunittee would be more severe on handling
the exceptional cases than the faculty is at the
June meeting, and I don't think they would hesitate
to apprise us of this at all, but I do think it might
be a good idea if they would bring controversial cases
on which they had to make a final decision on the
recommendation of the college -- that they do report
this back in the fall of the year sometime. I don't
think there would be any reservation on the part of
Mr. MacGregor to doing that, do you?
SMITH I wouldn't presume to speak for Mr.
MacGregor, at least any more, but it occurs to me
that the Entrance and Credits Committee makes decisions with reference to academic questions regarding
students all along which are probably at least as

•
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severe as any they are likely to make at the point of
termination of graduation, so that maybe what i really
needed is the right of appeal on the part of the student
if the Entrance and Credits Committee renders a judgment that he feels is wrong. That could ensue with
appeal to the general faculty at any point during the
succeeding year. He probably has that, anyway.
COTTRELL I think the suggestion is a good one.
I am sure, as a member of the Committee, the Committee
would be glad to do this -- especially after such a
radical change -- see how the faculty feels about the
procedure, and I think it would be quite acceptable
for the Entrance and credits Committee to make a report
and bring up any difficulties. It would help us all
see how the system works.
DEAN TRAVELSTEAD I agree, too. Cert inly there
is no objection to a report from the Entrance and Credits Committe at an early meeti gin the fall for the
information of the faculty. One thing that may not
be quite clear, however, which is, these recommendations
will be transmitted to the Committee on Entrance and
Credits from the college offices and will have been
reviewed, and the students, of course, know very well
because they have reports on their status at the beginning of· their last semester,even long before, as
to what is needed to complete the requirements. I
don•t think there is any serious problem, Charles,
because it will go through the regular channels and be
reviewed by the college, the dean's office, and in some
colleges by the college Scholarship Committee, and I
really think it is going to be fairly routine.
WOODHOUSE May I ask, this does not entail a
recommendation made by the assembled faculties of the
separate colleges, rather the recommend tion of the
college comes through the dean's office to the Committee
on Entrance and Credits?
TRAVELSTEAD The college faculty has a roster of
people who have been approved contingent upon completing
the existing program sati factorily. When the grades
are in, later on than they used to be, they will be
reviewed in the usual way and the names of any who
haven't met those conditions will be reported to the
Entrance and Credits Committee, with the reasons given.

2
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PROFESSOR SELINGER Do I understand that, under
this plan, a list of names -- conditional names will
be submitted to the general faculty?
Ct:J-r-r'R ErJ..LUM:. :CUIIR~

No.

SELINGER

If that is so, I don't think it is

COTTRELL

I really meant the colleges.

right.

SELINGER I wonder why we don't clarify the
matter definitively at this point. In very substance,
what we will have is a final determination apart from
a general determination being made by the individual
colleges. I would like to at least open up the possibility, maybe that is the way it should have been all
along and maybe the way it should be done in the future
and that the Entrance and credits Conunitte really has
no appropriate role here. The final determination, both
before and after, ought to be left to the faculty of
the individual college.
COTTRELL

Except for some university requirements.

SELINGER That's what I asked. We have to call
the whole faculty together if it is a university requirement.
COTTRELL Going back to Item 3, the discussion
was that we would go through the same type of meetings
that we have had. There would be a roster of those
candidates who expect to complete degrees. These
would be approved contingently by the collective
faculty -- be approved contingently upon completion
of work satisfactorily, by the general faculty.
SELINGER
said 'no.'

That's what I asked.

I thought you

COTTRELL I misunderstood you there. Then in
order to avoid having to get the general faculty back
on the 17th of June, or whenever grade come out, we
need to delegate this to someone and the Entrance and
Credits Committee is the one that normally has to handle
any appeals that the student may have in this matter.
Right now, up to the point of the grade, we normally
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can waive anything we desire to -- we don't waive much,
but we waive a nything we desire upon the recommendation
of the college faculty in that last meeting, and this
is where I see the only difference I think we would
have a nd that is that the Entrance and credits Committee would be probably more stringent than the
general faculty.
ALEXANDER May I make a point clear here? There
are, in general, two types of contingent situations .
One has to do with being one hour short in residence
requirements and those are taken care of usually because
those we would know in the middle of the senior, or
graduating year. It is only the question of grades and
grade averages that would be left, I believe, to the
Entrance and Credits Committee to make perhaps a decision o f a marginal sort at this point.
SELINGER To come back once more to this, I think
you have some deficiencies that appear . As I understand
the point, you suggest the college then pass on the
deficiency before it would go to the Entrance and Credits Committee? I think if the general faculty can
delegate power -- can delegate this power to pass on
deficiencies, then the general faculty can delegate
this power to pass on deficiencies to the faculty of
each individual college.
TRAVELSTEAD The final action would have to be
delegated to the dean's office. Again, we could not
get the college faculty together again, so •• •
SELINGER so, where are the deficiencies passed
on? This would substitute Entrance and Credits for
the Dean's office of the individual?
t

COTTRELL No. For the college faculty. It
would substitute the Entrance and Credits Committee
for the college faculty and the deans, but actually on
behalf of the individual college, is what you are doing .
TRAVELSTEAD I agree with you that another solution would be for the university faculty to authorize
1he college to make the final check and final approval.
That is a possible way to do this but I believe this
other was preferred . You have to delegate, as Marion
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says, to somebody. The Entrance and Credits is the
existing body that has been charged with a similar
responsibility, and it is all-university and, furthermore, almost all of the deans, so it is a collective
thing rather than an individual one, so I believe either
way is defensible but, to me, it is purely a technical
matter. The actual work will be done in the dean's
office.
PROFESSOR HEIN One quesion is with relation
to 'candidates.' I cannot commission a candidate~ he
nust have a degree. Is there any provision where I can
find out precisely whether my 'candidates' have a degree
so I can go ahead and commission them?
COTTRELL Probably not, in general, before
Commencement. Commencement will occur two to three
days following the end of the semester and I doubt if
all the grades will be in. It would take about a week
to eight days, normally, to get certification, so from
1he end of the semester you would still need that much
time to get complete certification. The Registrar's
office is aware of the problem in commissioning. You
wouldn't probably commission candidates -- you usually
wouldn't do it for a week to eight days, something like
that, after the end of the semester. All this is saying
is that semesters will be the same length for seniors.
HEIN By tradition, we hold commissioning the
same day as Commencement, so is this enough time?
COTTRELL What you would probably have to do is
have a list of candidates -- you could probably prepare
a list of candidates with a list of the courses they are
taking and call the irxiividual instructors the day after
the semester ends and get their grades.
HEIN

Is this agreeable with the instructors?

ALEXANDER May I answer? In the Policy Committee
this problem was discussed and we thought that, for the
gains that it would be for all of us, perhaps you people
who have commissions to give out could postpone commissioning until this data would be ascertained and
perhaps do something else, if you wanted to, some token
ceremony at the time of Commencement and not final

'
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commissioni ng then.

At least, this was our hope.

COTTRELL You might check and see what some of
the Big Ten schools are doing in R.O.T.C., because
this particular format of Commencement is quite common
among many large universities and a number of them,
we noticed in the catalogs last year, have Corrunencement the day after the last day of the semester and
no provision for early examination, and I am sure
they have a similar problem that they must have worked
out some way or other on those commissions .
HEIN The basic fact is, I just cannot corrunission until they have definite proof from the university that the man has a degree . p eriod.
COTTRELL This will probably be what, eight or
nine days after semester?
HEIN

Yes.

POPEJOY
motion here?

Any other questions? • •

COTTRELL

Did I?

- POPEJOY
DURRIE

I move for th

Is this a
adoption.

Of Item 4?
Numbers l through 4.

ALEXANDER

Yes, numbers 1 through 4.

WOODHOUSE Question. Some suggestions have be n
made and I am not clear now what Item 4 would provide.
Will the Entrance and credits Committee take final
action with preparation of a report to the faculty for
advice on general policy for the future, or also report
to the general faculty with the possibility of appeal
and reversal in cases that have be n decided upon.
All of these additions have been suggested, and I am
not sure.
ALEXANDER Mr. President, may I give my interpretation of the way things stand at the moment, which
is, we did not include Professor Woodhouse's suggestion,
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though there is no reason why it could not be done .
It
was not included in part of this so, if we pass these
four items we will not be placing a mandate upon the
Entrance and Credits Committee at this point to come
back and make a report. With regard to the other matter,
I believe Sherman Smith indicated the right of appeal
stands anyway, whatever we do on this question.
SMITH

Well, I hope it would.

I can't prove it.

ALEXANDER Well, let's assume it does, Sherman.
I think it's a good idea.
POPEJOY We had a student the ohher day appeal
all the way to the Regents, fran the department head
to the dean to the vice president to the president to
the regents.
DURRIE

That's enough.

ALEXANDER

How about the governor?

POPEJOY I should complete the story. He finally
gave up. On the regents. Somebody else? Did you want
to make a point, Professor Woodhouse?
WOODHOUSE I wish to offer an amendment to Item 4
to the effect that the Entrance and Credits Conunittee
routinely and formally report to the faculty in the fall
on any exceptional cases they have had to deal with and
dispose of. This is, after all, a function which is
different from the functions that the Entrance and Credits Committee has been performing beforeo It is a decision on whether a student will graduate and I think ' it
is a proper prerogative of the facultyo If the faculty
wishes to delegate the function, I think the faculty
should not also lose entire control over the responsibility for what they do, so that it seems to me only proper
to have a routine report about decisions of this magnitude.
POPEJOY
MEMBER

Is there a second to the amendment?
Second.
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ALEXANDER May I ask you to restate the part
you wanted to include as an amendment?
POPEJOY I think it was the first part of the
statement, but he can restate it.
WOODHOUSE Yes. That the Entrance and Credits
Committee report to the faculty its disposition of
any exceptional cases which it has had to deal with
after the list of candidates has been approved.
I.
I -

.r
,.

ALEXANDER

Thank you.

COTTRELL I have no strong feelings on this
but what I hate, it is written in the policy statement
and I would rather adopt the statement of policy on the
matter and, if he wishes to make a separate statement
on which we request that this be done temporarily for
a year or two, that is one thing, but this may be the
policy for a long time and I am not sure we want to b
stuck with the fact that we have to come in each fall
and present exceptions they have had to consider, so
in many ways I think it would b better if we approve
the policy as it is written and then extend the reque t
that, at least for the next year or two, we would like
to have a report to see how it is functioning, but not
make it a long-term, permanent type thing. What I guess
I am saying is, I hope we not add the amendment to the
four steps of the police statement.
POPEJOY

Any other discussion on the amendment?

WEIHOFEN . I
trell if he doesn't
last sentence, that
mechanics of how to

COTTRELL

would like to ask Professor Cotthink really it comes under the
the committee would study the
make it function?

I think it very well could be.

SMITH I would like to speak in favor of the
amendment, not so much on the grounds stated by
Professor Woodhouse, but on the grounds that here is
an experiment with a new procedure and I think we should
perhaps see what the magnitude of the static is received
by the Entrance and credits Committee over the next
three years.

l

•
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W<X>DHOUSE I would be willing to allow that
as an amendment to the amendment.
POPEJOY
j

If you are going to do that, better do

it now.
WOODHCUSE Was that amendment ever seconded?
Is it possible to restate it?
MEMBER

No, the amendment has been seconded.

POPEJOY You can get the permission of the person
who seconded it.
PROFESSOR FLOYD

I withdraw the second.

WOODHOUSE Then I move we amend Item No. 4 by
asking that the Entrance and credits Committee report
to the faculty at its first fall meeting the disposition
of any exceptional cases it has had to deal with after
the candidates for graduation have been approved by the
faculty, and that this be done for a three-year period
for the first three years in which this policy is in
force.
FLOYD

Second.

POPEJOY

rs

there any other discussion?

MacCURDY I hesitate to ask, but what does Mr.
Woodhouse mean by 'exceptional?' Every case referred
to this committee will be an exceptional case.
WOODHOUSE That's what I mean by it. Presumably,
as Dr. Alexander stated, these would only include those
cases that had not been brought before the faculty at
the time when the candidates are presented, when it is
known already what some of the difficulties might be,
and that these exceptional cases are cases which arise
out of their failure to meet the grade point requirements as a result of taking the final examination.
ALEXANDER It would be all cases, I believe
Professor MacCUrdy indicated, that would go to the
Entrance and Credits Committee on which you would want
a report back, because those are the cases that would
be exceptional, under these terms.

L
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WOODHOUSE

Yes.

SEVERAL MEMBERS

Question.

Question.

POPEJOY Do you have questions? Are you ready
to vote on the amendment? •• All those in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

1

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

SEVERAL FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY The "aye's" have it, subject to protest.
Are there any protests? It wouldn't hurt my fe lings •••
Carried.
MEMBER

Question on the motion.

POPEJOY Now are we ready to vote on the original
motion, as amended?
DEAN CLOUGH
POPEJOY

May I ask a question?

Yes.

CLOUGH Maybe I might ask you, Chester, or some
other academic dean. I am in search of information.
Surely if a student failed a required course in the last
semester this would not be an exceptional case. This
wouldn't go to the Entrance and Credits Conunitte.
Surely your office would not ask the Entrance and Credits Committee to make an exception in this case?
TRAVELSTEAD No, you would just report to the
dean's office, for instance, that these thre students
did not complete the requirements and therefore should
not be certified for graduation.
CLOUGH So really the exceptional cases might
cane down to somebody who lacked one P.E. credit or
one grade point? This is the spirit of the exceptions,
as you see it?
TRAVELSTEAD It could be that, or their report,
as it is requested and passed as an amendment, could
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include for the information of the faculty the six
or eight students of the whole university who have
been on the proposed list and didn't complete the
requirements. That would be a different kind of
report. I don't think the Entrance and Credits
Committee would overrule a college office that certified that a person had not completed the requirements.
Entrance and Credits could not then say, "we move he
should be graduated."
CLOUGH But you would construe this that your
office would report to the Entrance and Credits Committee every student not completing for any re son?
TRAVELSTEAD
handling it.

I think that is one way of

PROFESSOR NAPOLITANO Could I ask for a
definition of 'doctoral degrees' in Item 2?
.,

COTTRELL This could include Doctor of L ,
Doctor of Education, Ph . D. , and I think we meant to
include Master of Fine Arts, which is -- well, I don't
know wrether doctoral degree is to inclusive or
exclusive -- perhaps we should leave that out, but
all of the degrees easy to certify well in adv nee.
And we can't do that on all master's degrees because
they are working and testing is done, and they are n
the same boat as seniors.
POPEJOY

Does this answer your question?

NAPOLITANO Yes. That includes a medical
doctor, too, I would assume.
POPEJOY

Any other questions?

SELINGER Just let me see if this clarifies
something, as a possible amendment. The Entrance and
Credits Committee would be designated by the Universit
Faculty to act upon appeals by students from decisions
by colleges on candidates previously approved by this
faculty as failing to meet remaining requirements. In
other words, thqonly way the issue ever comes to the
Entrance and credits conunittee, the college decides,

L
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when a student's grade comes back, that he has failed
to meet the requirements, which it has the discretion
to say; the student appeals the decision and, if the
college says "no", then the case goes to the Entrance
and Credits Committee, and that is the only occasion.
ALEXANDER

No, no, I don't agree with that.

COTTRELL We would have to include case, Carl,
where the department will support the defiency but, on
behalf of the general faculty, the Entrance and Credits
Committee is doing the acting. If a person comes up
one grade point shy, the college may feel tlBt the
person should graduate, but somebody ha to ay "o.k."
POPEJOY Somebody has to represent the University
Faculty as a whole and, if a college canes in with a
reconunendation to the Entrance and Credits Committe,
like you say, for one hour or one grade point deficiency
and the conunittee approves that, they will do that for
the University Faculty.
TRAVELSTEAD The reason I was disagreeing, I
understood him to say the Entrance and Credits Co ittee
could do this even though it didn't lBve the recommendation from the degre -granting college, and I don't think
this is right. For example, these cases ought to be on
the recommendation of the college and pas~ed -- not
passed by Entrance and Credits, but Entrance and credits
should not have the right to allow a student who petitions to graduate with lower requirements unless he has
the recommendation of the college. That is the reason
I was di agreeing.
POPEJOY

Are you ready to vote?

SEVERAL MEMBERS

Question.

Question.

POPEJOY All in favor of the original motion, as
amended, indicate by saying"aye."
FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

MEMBER

No.

??
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POPEJOY

·-

It is carried.

PROFESSOR KOSCHMANN Mr. Chairman, now that we
are no longer awarding degrees at Commencement, would it
be possible to award degrees at the end of summer school
and at the end of the first semester, so that students
are actually awarded degrees three times a year, with
only one Conunencement?
ALEXANDER Mr. President, may I reply to Professor
Koschmann? We took this up last year and decided there
was no merit because any time a student is certified and
wished to do this, he could get such a statement from
the Records Office and forward it to whatever agency he
wanted to forward it to and this, we were told on good
authority, takes care of any employment situation, grade
entrance situation, which might confront such a student.
POPEJOY

Are you satisfied?

PROFESSOR DOXTATOR President Popejoy, one might
almost observe at this point, since there is so little
prestige left to receiving a degree and since the
student can get a transcript from the institution for
economic or materialistic reasons, we might abolish the
Conunencement in June, which I think might cause some
cheer in some quarters.
POPEJOY I think you have got a point, but I don't
think it will happen. I don't know whether you know,
Professor Doxtator, that with the slightest excuse a
student can miss Conunencement, and I am sure that quite
a few do miss. In other words -- am I right on this?
DURRIE

(

Yes.

POPEJOY In other words, I understand that if your
mother-in-law comes to town and you don't want her to see
you graduate, you don't have to go. Where are we now?
There is no motion before the house?
DORRIE
POPEJOY

There is an announcement.
Oh, yes.

Professor Frank.

3
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PROFESSOR FRANK May I ma~e an announcement?
The Executive Board of the Facul~met yesterday, and
the articles of incorporation are~roceeding, and we
are still optimistic.

Faculty
Club

POPEJOY I think I would be remiss if I didn't
make an announcement myself, but that doesn't mean that
the man I will announce should necessarily feel required
to make a speech. I hope you all heard the news that
Ferrel'1Heady was made President of the University for
July 1st coming up, and he is here. (The faculty
applauds the announcement.) Is there any other business?

Ferre l
Heady
Next UNM
Pr e s ident

PROFESSOR DUNCAN I would like to make an announcement, which is a little anti-climcfjic at this point.
At the last meeting the faculty hao, the Retirement
Committee gave a report on a plan for disability insurance which we thought very attractive and we thought
there would be a great :number of the enrollment cards
forwarded as soon as they were received -- by the number
of questions asked. To date, however, there have been
366 enrollment cards received and something like 84 waiver
cards. Since there are 800 people eligible for this
program of disability insurance, we need 600 people to
sign up for it before it is possible to install it.
We had hoped to install the program by January 1st and
it looks as if we will have to postpone it to March 1st.
There is no doubt in my mind, or in the minds of the
committee, that there are enough faculty who want the
program, but please send in the enrollment card.
SELINGER
DURRIE

•

How about a special mailing?

There has already been one.

SELINGER A little flyer next week, on Wednesday,
reminding people to please do it •
DUNCAN Mr. Durrie did send out such a flyer two
weeks ago to all chairmen and all deans and this has
produced scxnething like 30 cards. If the rest of the
faculty is like me, they may think they have sent the
card back and been insured. If we just had some way to
let the individual know he did or didn't. If you think
you did insure, call the Payroll Office and ask them,
or ask them to send addition.al cards. If you have two,
this will be fine.

Di s ab i lity
Insurance
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POPEJOY
announcements?

Are there any other sugge tions, or
•• I will call for
motion to adjourn.

Adjournment, 5:10 p.m.

Re pectfully

u

itted,

John N. Durri
Secret ry
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The University Community and
Overseas Research:
Guidelines for the Future
The following statement was adopted by the
Trustees of Education and ·world Affairs present
at the March quarterly Board meeting.

"The overseas interests and activities of U.S. education have now come under renewed public discussion
as~ consequence of the disclosures of CIA financing of
Vanous private groups.
This is by no means the first time that as a nation
~e have found the international aspects of education
m need of review and reappraisal. During the last two
decades, the colleges and universities of the country
have extended their endeavors into many parts of the
~orld. This post-\Vorld \Var II phenomenon has con· d'm
btinued to ra1se
wicu1t questions, just as . it has also
~ought an enriching flow of benefits to U.S. campuses.
any of these problems have been satisfactorily resolved a d
b
·
n on a1ance the nation has established a
record of ·
· .
d
.
.
As
imagmative an constructive achievement.
trustees of Education and \Vorld Affairs we have
a standinO'o co ncern wit. h th e state of relationshins
,
between the
d .
.
"'
aca emic commumty and the federal gov.ernment· For some mont h s we have been studying one
:rort~nt problem in this broad area-the role of U.S.
~vers1ty schO1
.
th
ars m overseas research. \Ve believe
ere are sig ·fi
·
.
.
addr
m cant issues involved here that must be
•'-· essed by the community of higher education in
IU!S country B
th
of
· ut e recent evidence of CIA supinort
overseas d
.
;;
and b . e ucat10na1 activities makes the candid
· of th'1s and related issues
.
Urg pu lie dis cuss10n
more
ent than ever.
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Guidelines for Action
In recommending the following guidelines, \Ve urge
that they b e subjected to widespread scrutiny and
general debate. \Ve hope they will be used by the
trustees, administrations, and faculties of _our universities and colleges to 'precipitate out' a widely accepted code of behavior. Though directed primarily
to the academic institutions of this country, we believe
they provide a framework of approach for all institutions and agencies - public and private - concerned
with the advancement of knowledge.
1. The universities must assume an active and effective role in providing safeguards and setting high
standards for U.S. study and research unde,takings
overseas.
This requires, above all, throughout the faculty
a heightened sense of the critical importance of
personal responsibility and professional integrity in all s~ch undertakings.

2. The university must tak°e the lead in insisting on
the rule of candor and full disclosure in connection
. with all overseas research.
·
This means that the scholar, while maintaining
his university affiliation, must not take on any
project or assignment which would not permit
full disclosure of purposes, methods, sponsorship, and financing to his colleagues, students,
superiors, and others who might properly inquire. While serving under his university appointment, therefore, he must engage only in
those relationships with government agencies
which can be made matters of full public
knowledge.
3. The univer;ity should reject covert funding of
overseas research and.at the same time press for an enlargement in the grant-making capacity of those government agencies which are not part of. the military
and intelligence complexes. It should seek to assure
that faculty members _applying for funds are au;are
of the fuUrange of possibilities, public and private.
The federal government's interest in academic
research conducted overseas should, insofar as
possible, be separated from the foreign affairs
and national security agencies. Opportunities
for-support o_f such research through appropriate channels such as HEW should be substantially increased. In any case, the individual
3
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·------- - scholar should take into account, among other
factors, the acceptability of his sources of financial support and be p articularly scrupulous
about making full disclosure of the origins of
·his funds if there are factors involved which, at
some later time, might compromise his work or
embarrass other scholars.

One me!lns of improving this representation
would be to press the U.S. government to move
promptly in finding and recruiting men of true
stature as Education Officers in our embassies,
a program announced by the President more
than a year ago. ( As originally intended, these
officers should have at least as strong ties with
the Center for Educational Cooperation in
HEW as with the State Department.) Another
would be to strengthen existing private educational field ·offices overseas and establish new
ones where they could b e useful in minimizing
the sometimes disruptive influence of largescale U.S. research in the developing countries.

7. Throtiah its graduate faculties and professional
schools, th; university should begin to build into the
training of students an appreciation of the types of
problems that are involved in overseas research.

5. The university 'should seek to assure that the
overseas research of its faculty members enhances the
:,nerican academic presence abroad and projects the
est qualities of our educational community. It can do ·
: partly by encouraging its scholars who are going
deroad to take active account of the other country's
velapmental needs in education and research.
U.S. universities should urge and support the

4
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6. The university should lend its suppo,t to the
strengthening of our educational representation abroad
as a basis for more effective cooperation with the
academic communities of other countries.

Appropriate criteria would include ( 1) the
scholar's professional preparation in terms of
the requirements of the particular project; ( 2)
his ability in foreign languages, if relevant; ( 3)
his readiness and preparation for the conduct
of independent research in an unfamiliar setting; and ( 4) his sensitivity in interpersonal relations, especially with people of a different
culture. Such review should take into account
the origins of the funds and any other aspect
of sponsorship which might interfere with the
successful pursuit of work · abroad. The university should seek to ensure that projects of
its faculty members have been fully reviewedin terms of all the relevant considerations-by
donor organizations and available professional
groups.

t:

-

dertake field research in any par t of the world
with little regard for possible <:;onsequences.
Today he must show a broadened awareness of
the total setting in which he is ope,rating. He
must be· especially sensitive to the possibility
that his own actions can have damaging consequences for other scholars in the future, even
if he is so fortunate as to escape their effect.

4. The unioersity should t1se all available means to
assure that suitable academic quality standards are met
with respect to overseas research projects and the
scholars who will carry them out.

affi_liation and cooperation of their scholars with
llniversities, other institutions and individuals
in the host country. They should facilitate thei~
scholars in contributing to educational development abroad throuah teachincr workina ,vith
lol
o
o•
o
.:a graduate assistants, and giving professional advice. These arrancrements would help
~sure the acceptability ~f proposed research
0
P Jects and their relevance to the needs and
Wishes of the host country.
.,_
We are at the end of the era if indeed it ever
existed, when an individual ~cholar could uo-

.

'

A Ioocr-rancre
answer to these problems in overo
b

I.

..
I

'

seas research lies in the development of future
generations of scholars who have been ma.de
keenly aware of the situation in advance. Pnor
to their completion of graduate school and certainly before their first field experience, they
should become familiar with the special sensitivities and understandings that are required
whenever U.S. researchers undertake social science research in other societies .

•

•

0

0

0

0

These guidelines are urgently recom~ended bec~use
we believe that the academic commumty of the Umted
States faces increasingly serious problems in the conduct of research abroad, especially social science research carried on· in the less developed countries. The
problems take various forms: limitations on opera5
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lions, non-cooperation in providing materials; difficulty
in finding collaborators; even obstacles and delays in

gaining admission to the country.
We recognize, of course, that conditions vary widely
from place to place and from time to time. Receptivity
differs from one scholar to another. ~Iany experienced
and skillful U.S. social scientists have carried on their
work effectively and success fully in countries around
the world.
Nevertheless, there is a threat of growing limitations
on movement and activity, of greatly reduced access,
perhaps even of exclusion. If we are to transform that
threat of denial into opportunity and welcome, · if
further deterioration in our research relations with
other countries is to be avoided, there must be wider
understanding of the issues and a more concerted
search for practical solutions.

<

'

'

Causes of the Problem in Overseas Research
In some foreign countries, of course, a specific ·government policy or the climate of opinion toward the
United States or its foreign policy may affect · the
activities of American academics: There is, however,
considerable agreement that many of our present
difficulties arise out of conditions inherent in social
science research, the scale on which it is supported
by the United States , and the insufficient experience and degree of sensitivity sometimes revealed ·
by American scµolars working abroad. These
sources of friction are multiple and include:
The sheer massiveness of U.S. social science
research efforts overseas rancring from the work
'
b
f
0 senior professors to the presence of large
numbers of young p eople on research training
fellowships. This has sometimes overwhelmed
the host country by creating heavy burdens for
the small, educated elites includincr the corps
'
0
f
0 top government officials, who are expected
to respond to and interact with American researchers.
The failure of U.S. researchers overseas on
oc .
' cas1on to live up to the best standards and
practices of the disciplines which they represent.

purposes, he may be oblivious to the education
and research needs of his hosts, toward which
he might otherwise make significant contributions. When such attitudes are com ine with
the practice of assembling and removing from
the country all his information and data, adding
nothing to local research and educational progress, th e process is apt to be seen as exploitation, or what has sometimes been called 'intellectual colonialism.'
I> Certain instances where U.S. universities, research groups, and individual scholars and students have knowingly accepted support, directly
or indirectly, from intelligence or national security agencies of the U.S. government, concealing or disguising the nature of their sponsorship and Rnancial backing. In other cases,
the government agencies providing the funds
have concealed their own identity from the
recipients. When exposure comes in such circumstances, the reputation of American scholarship is injured, and future investigations by
American scholars are placed in jeopardy.

Major Responsibility of the Universities

''

. Threatening as the situation confronting U..
social science research abroad has become, we are
convinced that it is not yet irretrievable. The challenge can be met by wise and effective action on the
part of colleges and universities, foundation , educational organizations, government agencies and individual scholars.
Although our universities cannot solve the problem
alone, the heaviest responsibility rests on them becau e
the values at stake are so fundamental to their role
in the world. It is therefore inescapable that the universities as institutions, individually and cooperatively,
concern themselves with the shrinking welcome for
American social science research overseas. They must
recognize the shortcomings in our past performance.
They must exert their leader hip to bring the
conduct of research carried out by U. . academics
in other countries up to the highest standard "

The restricted view of his mission and presenc
· tI1e other country which the Amer. e in
ica~ scholar sometimes portrays. \Vhen preoccupied with the accomplishment of his research

6

7
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PROPOSED CHANGE IN DESIGNATION OF THE
BACHELOR'S DEGREE IN ARCHITECTURE

The Department of Architecture currently offers the degree
of Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts after four years of undergraduate
study.

Since this is the same degree that was previously offered

by that department under its combined curriculum and is at present
offered by both the Department of Art and the Department of
Dramatic Art under the general curriculum, the Department of Architecture proposes that in order to avoid confusion with any of the
aforementioned degrees, the designation of the de gree presently
offered at the end of four years be changed from Bachelor of Arts
in Fine Arts to Bachelor of Fine Arts in Architecture .
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L ·~ n;E 'IISTORY OF ..\ '. ~T

Introduction
Durin3 the oast five years t h e De,art~ent of Ar t has been en3a~e<l
in a continuin ~ effort to strengt!1en its course offerin~s and
f .: 1culty in the field of art history.
t-~ e~~ apoointments have been
rade, ne ~r courses have been added, and special funds have been
allotted to stren ~t h en the libr:1ry holdinJs,
ne believe th :1t the
~enartJent is no 1 ready to offer graduate vor k at the do ctor al
level,
~eed for a Ph.J.

r o C? r an l; a t ion a 11 y an d .,. ,_c g i on a 1 !._y ;

or s t u J y , Th e V i s u a 1 A r t s in ·a g he r rn u c a t i o 1!. , , a s r e c en t 1 y
been nublished bv the Yale University Press . This study nas pre., are d for t he Co 11 e -re Art As soc 1 a t ion o f -'- n er 1 ca . under a Br '1 n t
frow the Ford :?ounda tion.
Its director uas ·1r, And re w C . TUt c hie
of Vale University.
.- m:i j

Tli.e D. itchie re,.,ort concludes the section on ·Proble!'1S and :Jc eds
of the Profession nith tl-ie follouin~ statement on the need for
doctor a 1 pro g r a Ms in art his tor y o \J t s i d c 9 f t:, h .~ ;;or th ~ n rl E :1 s t .
A ma jor ,rofessi onal ueakness would then seem to
be an unsufficient nuMber of stron~ centers of
under ~raduate and graduate instruction throughout
t he co un try.
~etter deoartnents of art in Los
tn~eles, cieveland, 9etroit, San Francisco, Seattle,
fansas and Atlanta, for exa~ple, night lead to
SMaller, but possibly nore productive, graduate
~ro1rarns in the eastern universities.
They mi~ht
also promote the esta b lishment of relatively small
but possibly quite productive centers of graduate
study in the various nain re~ions of the United
States. ·

nation,,ide acute shorta c e of persons eith the 1octoral de1ree
in the Uistory of Art ucs also the subject of the lead editori~l
in the A~T JOU ~~A L (Vol. XXIV, n o. 2 ~i nter, 1964/65j ~ . 156).
Th 1 s e d i t O r i n 1 , n O ,., 8 1 r .ea d y t hr e e ye ;i r s o 1 d , b e ? an a s f o 11 o us :
The shorta~e of trained faculty for teachin~
coller,e cou;ses in the history of art has been
felt for a nu~ber of years, but this year it
has 6 roun to alarmin~ proportions.
C;in the
graduate schools offering the Ph.D. in the history of art possibly turn out the nun ber of
teachers that nill be needed? All the current
si~ns indicate that they can not .. , ':
This gloo~y e d itorial ends with the follouinc sen t ence :
: Let us reco gnize the seriousness of the
situation and preoare to take ~hatevcr
~eas ures are feasible. ·
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1.

2•
3.

4•
5.
6.
7•
I'
;)

.

f)

1 ·1,

.

11.
12.
13.

\ arv a r d pw •
1 oston u.
Ero t:• n u.
Yale u.
Col u r.1b ia u.
·: e ~· Yo rk :1 •
u. Penn.
o ".:! ryn " nur Col.
.J oh n s Ho i;, ~ i !l s TJ •
?enn. State u.
0 ittsbur'!h u.
' ·7es tern ".eserve u.
Ohio State u.

14.

u.

15.
16.
17.

Indi ::::i a

18.

19.
20 .
21.
22.
2 3.
24.
25.
26 .

u.

.1ie~~ fi. n

u.

ChiG .~ tJ O
;,

.

·:orthP estern .,
u. 'Jisconsin
u. · 1 innesota
u. 10,1a
u . ·assouri
Carolin1
u.
u. Cc:. 1. , Berkeley
St a nfor d u.
lj. Ca 1. , Los \ n :;e les
~ash in ~ ton l.! •

.. .

u:r· 1

Je p a rt me nt of Art h 3s received re que sts for infornation
,bout the oryoortunity for doctor ~ l study in Art Vf s tory fro ~ over
fifty oualifieJ 3tudents in the past four "ears.
-.' ue to the
s ~ 2 t u r e o f t he ') e p 'l r t l'1 en t O f Ar t · a t U!I'" ma~ y i n s t i t u t i o n s .:i s s u n e
t , 3 t already t1 e have such a o~o~ ran ~ as they are aski n ~ us to
no· , inate ~ raduates of our <l octor.:il ,.,ro r, r a-;:- for oos itions in t hei r
-1r t J eoartments.
r~ hen pol le e, over hal f of the eighteen ~ r ~ 1.,uate
s tu c ents in art histor v currently enrolled indicate d that t hey
~ oul d li k e to continue · ~ r ad uate study after receivin ~ their ·= . ~.'s .
. l• ;ost everv one of these in d ic a te d th a t he u oul d p r ef3 r to re n.~. ln
at LT ~ l f n r t he 'O ~ • .) • <l e /")' re e in a rt ~is tor y if s uc h a Fro "; r .::i ~ • -' er e
offere1.
'

The

: urrcntly . no institution in t h e ., oc !.:. y · :ountain, "o rt ~1"est or
est re g, ions o ff ers a c.lo ctor a l ,ro ~ ro. ,.1 in art h istory.
In
119 ~ re a t ~c re a re over 40 colle 1es and un iver s itie s offerin ~
courses in ar t history.
·"' nl y 15 of t h ese institutions have Leen

;~~t~1..

82
able to recruit Ph.n. 's to teach these courses.
In order to determine the area3 of S?ecialization in art histor y
needed by t!idwest and Wes tern institutions which offer courses in
art history, a survey was recently ma de.
The results clearly indicate to us that t!lese schools will need in the next t h ree years
twenty-thre e art historians in fields of sp2cialization in which
resources are strong at the University of New "t-I exico.
These areas
of study are :
Pre-Columbian, Spanish-Colonial, American and
Euro?ean 19th and 20th century art history.
Some institutions
wa nt a "g eneralist · in art history.
This type of teacher coul d be
e ll trained under our proposed doctoral program and would be more
likely to accept a nosition in one of the small art deryart~ents of
this re ~i on than would a scholar trained in the east,

• 1

Art History Faculty
In 1 963 the art history faculty at UN~1 will consist of five full
time art historians and four orofessors wh o generally teach on e or
t wo advanced art ~istory cour~es or seminars per year.
The size of
this faculty compares favorably with a number of institutions which
have offered the Ph.D. in art history for a number of years.
of N .C.,
Chanel Hi ll

Univ. of
Pittsburgh

U. of Iowa

Northuestern U.

5 Ph.D.
1 M.A .

3 Ph. D.

5 Ph.D.

4 :?h . D.

U.

*UNM in 1968
5 Ph.D.
'

.l

'1.

~

• A.

2 ~1. A.
1 B.F.A.

Johns.Hopkins

Boston U.

Bryn ::1aw r

4 Ph,;),
1 :r.A.

3 Ph.D.

3 Ph.D.

1 TL A.
A • . !.

1 ~ .F.A.

2 ?L A.

&

3 IL A .

U. of Missouri (Dept. of \ rt
History and Archa~oloP.v)
2 Ph.D. in Archaeology
4 Ph .D. in \rt His tory
1

1

LA.

1 A.B.
The Department o f Art is the only institution in the state of
~e xico offerin, a g r ad uate level Art His tory program.

iJ etv

S~porting Fields for a Ph.D. in Art History at the University of
~!~ ·I exico
g,t.o ~

0

The Un iver si ty has strong fB.oel u-P&i programs in Anth~oology as well ,
a s in History , En g lish Liter a tur e , American Studies and iwe~ ~ Ame rican S tudies .
These de partments offer many courses that would
be r e levant to the study of - Art History '.A
minor in one of these
areas of study would be required of al~ doctoral candidates .

,
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£Ass-~ming-appointment of one additional faculty r.iember holding the
Ph.D. de g ree.
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R~sources in Ne·G~xico anc -- ~he __Surroundin R Area !C?_r _the S~~-<!_y_.J?.i
!-Ii_§_ tor y

_!\:: !:. ~-

Zimmerman and the Fine Arts Libraries at UNH hold about 25 ,0 00
volumes in the field of art and architecture , about 15,000 photographs of art work for study purposes s as well as 65)000 slides.
About three thousand volumes and six thousand slides are bein g
a dded each year.
The state libraries in Santa Fe have substantial
holdings that relate to the Spanish-Colonial field.
The archiv es
of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe have recently been moved to
~lbuquerque .
They include many records of great interest to the
history of Soanish-Colonial art in the Southwest.
The University Art · :useum collection is growing rapidly.
It is
quite strong in the fields of lithography and the other g raphic
arts and has some good examples of twentieth century American art
a superb
collection of Soanish
- Colonial silver and a few other ~ooJ
.
S~anish-Colonial works.
The Harwood Foundation in Taos, a part
of the University of new Mexico~ has a good collection of na intin g,s
by New Mexico artists, an unusually good collection of santos a nd
bultos as well as some interesting works by American Indians.
In
Taos there is also a good collection of Spanish-Colonial and
American Indian material at the Millicent ~ogers Foundation ~ useum.
The Ant hr op o 1 o g y : 1us e um a t Um1 has mater i a 1 r e 1 e van t to the s t u d v
of Pre-Columbian . Primitive and American Indian art.
The four
State }1useums in , Santa Fe have much unresearched material in the
fields of Spanish-Colonial art, American Indian art , folk art from
various parts of the world, and American art of the West.

Proposal for a Master's Progra:-., in Architecture
The Depart.1ent of Architecture currently offers t wo dezr es , the
first a non-professional degree, the Bachelor of Arts in Fine Arts, after
four years of undergraduate study; the second, a professional derrree, t ~
Bachelor of Architecture , after two nore years. Last year t he Nation~!
Architectural Accreditin~ Board accredited this curriculu1 with the following conr:.en t :
_,
"The Co:-.mittee questions the appropriateness of the Bac!-lelor of
Architecture degree for six years work at this institution.
There is anple precedence at other institutions for either the
Bachelor or Master of Architecture degree at this level and t he
Departuent has expressed its desire to continue t o exnlore the
:::attcr . "
·
·
A survey of architecture schools conducted by the University of Hichigan
last year indicates the following:
"Thirty schools are now (June, 1966) offerin~ or have . ro osed
progra~s of six or nore years leading to the first professional
degree in Architecture. Ten of twelve of the schools presently
offering progr~~s of six or nore years award as the f irst nrofessional de~ree the Bachelor of Architecture. A::1on~ t he schools
proposing new six-year prograDs, ten of the fifteen :ir e awardin'"'
a Master of Architecture with two uore schools still undecided,
Thus , while the division between Bachelor of Architecture and
Master of Architecture is approxi~ately equal, the trend se~~s
to be toward the offerin~.., of-Master of Architecture for the sixyear prograr.i . "
<.:>

~

.
The six- year curriculur.! in Architecture is in its second year. Th~
first such degree, at the bachelor's (or four-year) level, will be a...,~r l-d
at the end of Spring Senester, 1969 . The subsequent two years of study
leading to the nrofessional de ~ree are desi gnated as sixty-two hours of
~dvanced professional work in architecture and relative fi0lds. This work
includes twelve hours of study of specific building ty~es and roble: are2s
~nder experienced professional architects, fourt0en hours of th~sis work
in an area of specialization aooroved by the Dep~rtnent's thesis co::i.~itte,
and eighteen hours of advanced.elective courses approved by the Oe~artnent
and closely related to the area of specialization . Nod grees h~ve yet
been grant~d to students enrolled in the six-year curriculu~ .
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Proposal for a Master's
Prograr"J in Architecture
On the bnsis of the National Architectural Accreditini Board 's
reccr.1.")cndation, the precedent already established by at least ten other
schools, 2nd the advanced professional quality of the work contenplated in
the last two yecrs cf the six-year curriculun , the Departnent of Architec ture proposes changine the desi gnation of the deeree presently offered at
the end of six years fror.i Bachelor of Architecture to-Master of Archit ecture .
This is a change in designation only and will involve no change in the
CJurses or requirenents as they are presently listed in the catalog.
Since the naster's prograr.i in Architecture would be ess entially the
sane progrcli") as that envisaged under the Bachelor of Archit ectur e degre,
this change will involve no additional teaching staff, facilities, equip ~ent or ad~inistrative costs beyond those envisaged under the ~resent
degree.

Att~chnent:

University of Michigan Survey
of Architectural Curricula

8
APPENDIX A
University of Michigan Curriculun Survey of Architectural Schools, J un

1966

Pro gr ans totaling six y•:;'.!rs or ~.,ore with B.:iche l ors
degrees (other than B. Arch) award0d aft er 4-5 years
and the first professional deerce B. Arch. or M. Arch .
after six years.

Years

Firs t
Prof .
Degr c

Total
Ye~rs
Req ' d
6

Prelininar y D8]ree

Req'd

AB in Env. Desi; n

4

M. Arch

Carne~ie Inst. of Tech.

B, F .A.

4

M. Arch .

6

University of Colorado

B.A. or BS

4

M. Ar ch.

6

University of Florida

B. of Design

4

M. Arch .

6

BA in Arch.

4

M. Arch .

6

Univ . of Qklahoo a

BA or BS

4

I~.

Renss elaer Poly. Tech,Inst

BS

4

M. Arch .

6

Un iversity of Utah

BA or BS

3

. Arch.

6

Univ, of Washin ~ton

BA

4

M. Arch .

6

Clcnson University

BA in Pre-Arch

4

B. /' r ch . or
M. Arch

6

Univ . of Nebraska

BA

4

B. ltrch .
or ~-.. Arch.

Univ . of Illinois

AB

4

B. , r ch or

Univ, of Manitoba

B. Env. Studies

4

B. Arch .

6

4

B. Arch .

6

Nar.10

of School

*Univ . of Calif . (Berkeley)

*Un iv . of Notre Dane

0

*~3 ss.

Inst . of Tech.

BS in Art

Arch

6

6

M. Arch .

&Des.

Syracus e University

BA

5

B. Arch .

6

univ
. . of .New Mexico

BA

4

B. Ar ch

6

Okbhona State Univ .

B. ;..rch or BS

4

M.

/,rch

6

*IndicQtes one of avail abl e options
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November 29, 1967

To:

Univers i ty Faculty

From:

Policy Committee

Subject:

Commencement and early grades for candidates for degree.

The Policy Committee recommends the following policy statement
to the University Faculty:
1.

Effective with the 1967-68 academic year, the requirement
of early grades for candidates for degrees be discontinued.

2.

The format and basic philosophy of commencement be changed
effective 1968. The commencement ceremony will be symbolic
except for the doctoral degrees.

3.

The faculties of the various colleges and the University
faculty may approve the roster of the candidates for the
various degrees contingent upon successful completion of
the requirements.

4.

The Entrance and Credi ts ,(Pmmi ttee be designated by the
University Faculty to act upon the exceptional cases and
appeals where a candidate previously approved by the
faculty failed to meet the remaining requirements. This
m~kes it unnecessary to assemble the faculties after the
final processing has been done.

5.

The Policy Committee will study the mechanics of commencement in cooperation with Administration and student
representation.

